
Network Practices: Reviews & Follow Up

Team Member Referral Contest

Involve team members during the pre-debut process: give each team member business cards with information about 
taking the Masterpiece Living Lifestyle Review.  Team members approach residents and ask them to take a card, sign their 
name on the back of the card, and the team member gets credit if the resident takes the reviews.  The team with the most 
resident referrals is rewarded.

Grandview Terrace

After-Debut Crunch

Work to get a large group of people through the Lifestyle Reviews during Initial Integration.  Suggestions include utilizing 
department team members, setting up in a large space with tables for multiple residents, and minimizing the regularly 
scheduled activities.

The Terraces of Phoenix

Ranches and Round-Up

Develop a themed system that encourages team member support and resident participation in the Masterpiece Living 
Lifestyle Reviews.  And example is ranch-style.  Independent living residents are divided into 13 groups known as ranches.  
Each ranch is comprised of 6-8 ranch hands (the residents).  Each ranch has a leader known as the “top hand,” which is a 
team member.  The top hand is responsible for administering the Lifestyle Reviews and the follow-up group for their ranch.
  “The Round-Up” is an opportunity for completing the Mobility Review for the ranches. 
In addition to completing the Reviews, the ranches bond through healthy competition and can even design their own 
brands or logos.

Multiple Communities

Decathlon

Become creative in the manner with which reviews are administered.  One example is to have the Resident Champions 
administer the Mobility Reviews through a decathlon event.  Each champion is trained to direct one exercise from the 
Mobility Review.  Participants move through decathlon stations to complete the entire Mobility Review.

Holland Home

Birthday Review

Residents participate in the Masterpiece Living Reviews the month of their birthdays.  Residents are invited to participate 
in a breakfast at which they enjoy a time of fellowship and celebration.  Four birthday parties are held each month to 
accommodate all residents.  Residents make an appointment with an intern and have one-on-one sessions to complete 
the mobility review.  They are given a copy of the Lifestyle Review at this appointment and asked to return it within a 
week.  The computer users are given a username and password.

Multiple Communities



Local Students Conduct Mobility Reviews

Retired Professor, Virginia Dykes, provided important contacts with her Alma Mater, Texas Women's University.  TWU 
Occupational Therapy student volunteers helped Edgemere conduct their first resident Mobility Review.  Students were 
able to put into practice the knowledge they have been training for and enjoyed the interaction with the residents.  
Numerous Edgemere residents were able to participate and receive personal evaluations.  The Mobility Review referred a 
number of residents that have taken advantage and benefited from therapy with professional Physical Therapists.  
Lifestyles turned the Mobility Reviews into a big social event for the day, providing a nutritional yogurt bar and 
entertainment for the residents while they waited for their evaluation.

The Edgemere at Dallas

MPL Internship

Partner with a local college or university and have interns work at your organization for a semester.  Students are able to 
organize MPL Review campaigns.  

Outcome/Benefit:  Intergenerational interactions and increased participation in reviews completed annually.

Multiple Communities

Fun Fair

Introduce residents to Masterpiece Living with a "Fun Fair."  Residents are encouraged to set goals by a motivational 
speaker and to challenge themselves to live their best lives to come.  Having fun with the idea that "it is never too late," 
residents are invited to pick the life they would like to live (maybe through imagination) by having a bobble head profile of 
either an astronaut, ballerina, rock star or any of the other exciting careers and personalities that they could imagine.

The Stayton at Museum Way

Pledge Month

Pledge month is a dedicated campaign to gain participation and standardize the process of Lifestyle Review completion.  
The first week is pledge week where each department leads the charge for sign-ups and promotes successful aging for one 
day.  Residents sign up and complete their Lifestyle Review, to be returned during the Mobility Reviews.  The second week 
is Mobility Review week, the third week is health assessment week, and the fourth week begins the feedback group 
process.

Multiple Communities

Mobility Fair and Feedback Party

Residents help to promote and facilitate a Mobility Fair (after doing demonstrations, making announcements at get-
togethers, etc.).  Each person receives a giveaway prize and literature on stretching.  Afterwards there is a Feedback Party 
with chair volleyball and root beer floats.

Judson Park

Successful Aging Brown Bag Lunch

Invite residents to a "feedback group" with personal invites to a Brown Bag Lunch to discuss what's next after taking the 
Reviews.

Multiple Communities

Resident Recognition

Maintain a photo directory of residents organized by floor.  Residents who have completed all reviews receive a gold 
Masterpiece Living star next to their photo.  The stars serve as conversation starters and a strong (yet inexpensive) 
incentive to complete the Lifestyle Review.

Rosewood



Resident Facilitators

Train Independent Living residents to facilitate the Reviews and the feedback groups.  These residents facilitate this 
process for Independent Living residents as well as Memory Care residents.

San Joaquin Gardens

Door-to-Door Contacts for Sign-Ups and Reviews

Have a Champion Team member take a computer door to door to talk about Masterpiece Living and/or to complete the 
reviews.

Multiple Communities

15 Minutes to Improve Your Mobility!

Use a catchy phrase  to encourage residents to take part in the Mobility Reviews. While they complete their Mobility 
Reviews, talk with them about the other parts of the Review process.

Multiple Communities

Health Fair

A health fair can help residents gather the data they need for the reviews, such as blood pressure, cholesterol, 
triglycerides, and glucose.  Mobility Reviews can also be conducted at the health fair.  The fair may also be pre-Debut to 
help build excitement.

Multiple Communities

Incentives for Signing Up

Residents can get water bottles, T-shirts, or any other giveaways for signing up to take the Lifestyle Review.

Multiple Communities

Follow-up Options

Follow-up sessions are a key to the Masterpiece Living Review process. There is wide diversity in what follow-up sessions 
look like within the Masterpiece Living Network. Westminster Village in Allentown offers several formats.  The Director of 
Community Life facilitates open follow-up sessions on a monthly basis.  Additionally, as part of the MPL Review process, all 
managers take part in the facilitation of 4 group follow-up sessions.  The group sessions are based on the four components 
of Masterpiece Living.  Individual sessions are available upon request.  The team takes advantage of all follow up and 
coaching resources available to them on the Masterpiece Living website. 

The team in Allentown worked together to overcome a few scheduling barriers.  They found that participation plummeted 
when there were competing programs/events. By working together to schedule the follow up sessions, participation has 
grown.

Westminster Village at Allentown

"Studying" for the Mobility Review/Booster

After their initial Mobility Review, residents became focused on improvement.  The community's fitness team member 
began integrating elements of the reviews into her fitness classes, doing "quizzes" to test progress.  Taking it a step 
further, she also grouped residents according to their specific areas for improvement and provided each group with at-
home exercises geared toward their needs.

Piedmont Gardens

Follow-Up Session Coaching Materials

To create a consistant follow up session process, we created a handbook with grab – and - go resources for all coaches. 
This included the four-step goal setting documents, coaching guidelines and tools, facilitators guide, attendee agenda and 
some guidelines created to keep all coaching focused on the same goal.

Friendship Village of Bloomington



Review and Follow-up Session Setup

After residents participate in the MPL Reviews and data has been entered, a letter is places in participant mailboxes 
explaining that their feedback reports are available and the next step is to sign-up for a Follow-Up Session. We provide 
dates and times and contact information so they can sign up for a session. At the session we provide them their report, 
offer time to ask question and then the coaching session begins. This method insures a large  number of residents 
participate in Follow-Up Sessions.

Beacon Hill

Follow Up Sessions at Ware Presbyterian Village

Create a team for each annual goal.  One example is a coaching team, which may be made up of one team member and 
two residents.  The team watches the coaching videos and follow-up session integration video as preparation for leading 
the follow-up sessions.  After the MPL Reviews have been completed, the resident champions hand deliver feedback 
reports to resident participants.  The report packets include information that explains what the successful aging initiative is 
all about and a description of what follow-up sessions are.  As they hand out the packets, they encourage each resident to 
come to the follow-up session with a goal in mind.  The resident champions describe the follow-up sessions as a good 
conversation between friends and neighbors.

Ware Presbyterian Village

Create Your Masterpiece

To help track the progress of residents in completing the Masterpiece Living Review process, each resident chose a famous 
work of art. All art was cut into 4 different pieces representing the 4 steps they would need to finish to successfully 
complete the review process. As different steps were completed, a puzzle piece was added to the picture to complete 
each ‘Masterpiece’. The Masterpieces were hung around the community to publicly display the progress.

Heisinger Bluffs

The GEMS Journey

Sanatoga Ridge, a Hallman Retirement Community, named their follow-up sessions The GEMS Journey. The champion 
team along with resident ambassadors determined that the new name would promote participation.  To prepare for the 
sessions, the Core Team met as a group, watched the coaching videos, and printed a Follow-up Session Facilitator 
Guidebook for each person on their champion team.

Sanatoga Ridge


